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TRANSCRIPT  

Maggie: Welcome to episode number four of Marketing Moxie with Maggie Patterson. 

Announcer: Welcome to Marketing Moxie with Maggie Patterson, where we get down and dirty on 
all things marketing for entrepreneurs.  Maggie takes a practical, no-holds barred 
approach to helping you take action on what matters to your business, all with her 
signature moxie and sass.  Now, it’s time to roll up your sleeves and dive in. 

Maggie: I am simply thrilled, today, to start talking about one of my all-time favorite tactics for 
online entrepreneurs.  It’s guest posting—whether you’ve been guest posting for a 
while or its brand new to you, today we’re going to really set the stage for why you’re 
guest posting.  A lot of people who come to me for guest posting don’t even really 
understand why they’re doing it.  It’s something they’ve been told in a course or by a 
friend, “Oh, you need to start guest posting.”  They don’t fully get the reasons behind it 
or they have this idea it’s going to drive incredible, massive amounts of traffic to their 
website.  So, today we’re going to sit down and we’re going to instill some of those 
myths, and then in the coming weeks we are going to get super down and dirty and 
look at all the ins and outs of how to actually do great guest posting.   

 As a little bit of background, I want to put guest posting in its place as a marketing and 
PR tactic.  It is really nothing new.  The idea of doing it is what’s called thought 
leadership and that’s a big word—thought leadership.  The true intention behind guest 
posting is to share your expertise.  It’s what we call in the PR world, thought leadership.  
When you’re an expert, you are leading the way in terms of how to think about a topic, 
opinions on that topic, different approaches to an issue, and that’s what you need to be 
aiming to do with your guest posting.  At the core of guest posting is the idea that you 
are going to be sharing your point of view and extending yourself as an expert. 

 But, why?  Why do we do this?  There’s a lot of reasons why.  I could write a 50 point 
list on why you should guest post.  But, I wanted to break it down into some of the most 
fundamental reasons for you, so that you really could latch onto them and see if it’s a 
good fit for your business, instead of just blindly accepting a tactic that someone else 
recommends.   

 The number one reason why you want to guest post, in my mind, is that it is a 
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foundational thing to be doing if you want to be out there promoting yourself.  If you 
want to start speaking, if you’re looking for a book deal in time, if you are looking for 
something bigger and better than where you are today in terms of publicity, you need to 
start somewhere.  Guest posting is truly the perfect tactic.  What I’ve always told clients 
when it came down to doing this type of thing—because, they would complain, “Oh, 
Maggie this is going to take way more time than doing an interview.”  The beauty of 
guest posting is you can write it on your schedule.  You can control the message.  You 
can fine-tune it and you get a do-over.  When you’re doing a live to tape interview on a 
national broadcast media, there’s no changing it, whereas a guest post, you can just 
hand it over to your editor and quickly get it cleaned up. 

 The number one reason, overall, is credibility.  Let’s face it, we all want to be more 
credible.  People do business with people they trust.  The second reason you want to 
be looking at guest posts is just to be sharing your message.  It’s a great way to 
practice your story, to share your story, to see what parts of your story really resonate.  
We cannot operate in isolation as an expert trying to figure out what’s going to have 
legs.  Pitching stories, sharing stories, and getting comments back on stories is going to 
help you find things in your business that would make great things to speak about or to 
be pitching media opportunities.  They may be great things for you to be participating in, 
in a tell-it summit.  It gives you a foundation. 

 The third reason you want to be doing guest posts is traffic.  Traffic back to your 
website is a desirable goal, especially if you’re regularly blogging.  A question I answer 
a lot and I mean a lot, is, “Why should I guest post when I have my own blog?”  The 
answer is simple.  You can blog away for years, but people might never see it.  Every 
visitor that comes back to your website as part of guest posting is valuable.  The other 
part of that is—when they arrive back on your website they learn more about you, they 
go onto your e-mail list—you can engage them in a way that is a short hand there that 
they can reach back to. 

 And, once you’ve been guest posting for a while, you can really build a body of work, 
and that, my friends, is magic.  The magic is, when you have 20 guest posts to put 
together on a press page and when you turn around and pitch media, they’re going to 
take notice.  When you go to different podcasts and say, “Hey, I would really love to be 
a guest,” all of a sudden you have something to fall back on.  You have logos to put up 
in your header, so there’s a lot of good reasons why to be guest posting.  But, the 
hardest thing for most people is to get started. 

 I just want to quickly touch on the idea of being confidant.  A lot of times, we are held 
back by our own limiting belief that says, “I can’t do that.  I’m not an expert.”  Being an 
expert is a head game.  One of the exercises I absolutely love that I do with a lot of my 
clients around this, is to get this out on paper.  That is going to be the exercise I’m 
going to share with you today, as your take away action from the episode.  You’re going 
to need to really dig into some of the reasons why you should be confidant about guest 
posting—the reasons why you are uniquely qualified.   

 What personal experiences do you bring to the table?  Maybe you’re someone who 
blogs about travel and you feel uncomfortable talking about travel because you haven’t 
done the entire world.  Maybe you went to Tanzania and you are an expert on all things.  
So, you need to step up and own that.  Part of this is you being willing to put yourself 
out there and put a stake in the sand.  If you’ve come this far in your business, don’t 
chicken out now!  Have a little bit of moxie.  Let’s go! 

 I, personally, went through this when I started out about seven months with my own 



guest posting.  I had been running guest posting programs for my clients for about four 
or five years.  I’m talking high volume, lots and lots of opportunities, because these 
were corporate clients that had budget for large amounts.  But, when it came to putting 
my own self out there—whoa.  Do you want to talk about the limiting beliefs coming 
out?  Do you want to talk about the doubt?  I understand the fundamentals of guest 
posting.  So, I get how scary this could be.  So, let’s work on understanding your why.  
Let’s work on your confidence and really extending yourself to the point that you feel 
super comfortable with what you are going to do.   

 Now, I want to map out the next few weeks so you know what’s coming on the 
Marketing Moxie podcast, because we are going to get so intimate with everything 
guest posting.  I’ve got some experts coming up about how to actually write a really 
great blog post so that your blog post is accepted, how to do really great follow-up to 
make the most of your article when it’s published.  We’re also going to look at how to 
figure out where to guest post in the first place and the down and dirty of how to write a 
great pitch.  I’m going to tell you right now, if you’re looking for a template to write a 
pitch, you are looking in the wrong place.  I believe in guidelines.  I believe in ideas.  I 
believe in concepts.  I do not believe in fill in the blank templates.  Anytime in any 
program, anywhere you are that you’re getting a template—please take the time to 
make it your own.  We will talk more about why you need to do that in the next few 
weeks. 

 So, this episode’s been pretty short and sweet, but it’s important that you get clear 
before you get into guest posting.  Guest posting is not something you just show up one 
day and start doing randomly.  There’s got to be some thought behind it. 

 The last thing I’m going to leave you with before we get into our take-aways is to think 
about how you can actually bring this into your business.  I’ve already talked a lot in the 
last few weeks about working on your business versus working in your business.  
Creating time in your schedule to make guest posting a priority is the key part to being 
successful.  I love seeing my clients succeed with this.  I actually had a client today who 
had her very first two guest posts accepted.  I almost wept with joy because I was so 
excited for her.  She was nervous going in, but she nailed it.  And, she will continue to 
nail it.  I’m really excited about big things coming for her. 

 So, think about how you make it not just something you do when you’re leading up to a 
launch.  Why can you make guest posting part of your schedule?  Because, it’s going to 
be super effective, trust me.  It will be.  Carve out time and space.  Create systems, get 
support.  Learn the ropes so you know what you’re doing so you can take two hours 
every Tuesday and really focus on writing guest posts and pitching guest posts. 

 Now, let’s get into those take aways.  Let’s dive into your take aways.  I have talked 
long enough about guest posts.  I know you are people of action.  I want you to be able 
to get in there, get out, and get this done.  So, let’s start laying that foundation for 
what’s going to be coming up in the next few weeks so you can really start guest 
posting more effectively or just getting started. 

 Number one—get really clear on your goals for guest posting.  If you’re going to be 
investing time, what are you expecting out of this?  How is it going to support your 
mission?  Every time you start with the why, you come from a better place in your 
business. 

 The second part of this is really start thinking about your stories.  What are the stories 
in your business?  What kind of things do you want to be posting about?  What kind of 
things really tick you off that you can take a stand about?  That’s going to be a key 



component of successful guest posting.  And, finally—how can you make room for this 
in your business?  And, I know I just touched on this, but I cannot emphasize it enough.  
Intentions are great, but if you don’t have time or a system or a plan beyond your goals, 
you are going to get stuck.  If you need to get support from your VA, someone else, to 
make this happen, it is a worthy goal—make it a priority. 

 That’s it for Marketing Moxie for today.  Thank you so much for joining me.  If you want 
to get today’s show notes, hop on over to www.maggiepatterson.com/episode4.  And, 
you will be able to get the confidence worksheet and get going on your guest posting.  I 
wish you all luck and have a great week. 

Speaker 2: Thanks for listening to Marketing Moxie with Maggie.  Visit our home base at 
www.maggiepatterson.com for show notes and more episodes. 
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